
 

 

 

 

 

 

PANTA REI  
Solen er ny hver dag, og den har samme bredde som en menneskefod  
PANTA REI  
The sun is new every day and is as wide as a human foot 
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The words "panta rei" (Classical Greek: πάντα ρεῖ), "everything flows" are attributed to Heraclitus (c. 
535 – 484 B.C.), but it is probable that he never said it. Nevertheless, as a title, they fit perfectly the 
contents of the 126 fragments of his philosophy that have survived. On the other hand: "The sun is new 
every day" and "The sun is as wide as a human foot" are undoubtedly aphorisms of Heraclitus, 
commented on in Pre-Socratic Fragments by Herman Diels. 
 
In the context in which we are interested, "Panta Rei” is above all a poem by Klaus Rifbjerg about the 
aesthetic sense and perception. It features in his poetry collection Bjerget i himlen. For me it is one of his 
best poems which, indeed, I translated into Spanish in 2005. As I see it, it is almost a manual for 
experiencing my paintings created over structures in relief. The change that climaxes the poem “…og 
placerer centrum…gennemlyst over det hele.” in which the focus of perception changes from the 
fractional to the entire, takes place in parallel with what I myself experience when I am trying to transform 
six (as in the painting on the following page) twelve, eighteen, etc, developments within a single painting 
into a "balanced unity". 
 
The expression "united divided reality" refers, amongst other things, to this type of experience in which 
the process of creation consists of working on fragmentation, on "division", until it reaches a new state of 
unity, becoming "an arrangement of everything" through improvisation and composition. 
 
The poem Panta Rei offers answers to the question that many have asked me: “What do you mean when 
you say your paintings are a study of that which can be seen?” Does the person viewing the work "see that 
which can be contemplated"? In the poem we find an example of a work of art that contemplates 
perception in itself. It does this in such a way that the perception of perception can become in itself a new 
perception. 
 
"Everything flows". The metaphor of this exhibition also tries to focus the attention on the three classical 
elements water, fire and air (the wind), and on the three axes of liquid rotation in my life up to now: the 
North Sea, the Mediterranean and the Ganges. 
 
In addition to various paintings which thematically refer to the subject matter of the Danish painter 
Krøyer (and that of the Spanish artist Joaquin Sorolla) – the seashore, bathing and the beach – the 
exhibition also includes three canvases which are direct nods to Krøyer’s universe: Lyspassion II. Sankt 
Hans Dag…2009, “Forvandlinger. Det lodrette hav” and “Bevidsthedens Mimetiske Teater (Til Krøyer og Cartier-
Bresson)”. 
 
All of the works under the title Geometries of the Wind were inspired by the five weeks that Silvia and I spent 
in the studio and artist’s house at the Vendsyssel Museum of Art in summer 2010. A project that we will 
be returning to this summer with the greatest of pleasure. A work inspired by the visual impressions of the 
wind outside at Vendsyssel. They will be experiments related to pictorial entropy – the distribution and 
transmission of energy over a surface; changes; simultaneous perception and parallel universes – all of 
these brought together in a purely pictorial expression, almost as a kind of defence of the opportunities 
offered by painting. 

                                                                                                      
  Lars Physant, 2010 

 


